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AssrRecr

The crystal structures of two ferrian ulviispinels
(: titanomagnetite) from British Columbia have
been refined (R values of O.022 and 0.036). The
Tia+ and moct minor cations occupy octahedral
sites only. There is no crystal structure variation
within the ranges of formation temperature (970-
1015'C) and composition (59--74 mole Vo tlv6-
spinel) of these specimens.

Keywords: crystal structure, ulviispinel, titano-
magnetite, spinel group, order-disorder, British
Columbia.

Sorvrfrfans

La structure de deux cristaux d'ulviispinelle feri-
que (: tianomagn6tite) de Colombie britannique
a 6t6 affin6e (r6sidus R de 0.022 et 0.036). Le Ti4+
et la plupart des cations en traces occupent unique-
ment les sites octa6drigues. On ne tl6clle aucune
diff6rence structurale I l'int6rieur du domaine de
temp6rature de formation (970 vs. 1015"C), ou de
composition (59 vs.74Vo d'ulviispinelle) de ces deux
sp6cimens.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: structure cristalline, ulv6spinelle. tita-
nomagn6tite, soupe des spinelles, ordre-d6sordre,
Colombie britannique.

INTRoDUcrroN

Several models have been proposed for the
cation distribution over the tetrahedral and oc-
tahedral sites in the magnetite-ulv6spinel series
(Lindsley L976). The study of Stout & Bayliss
(t975) has been continued to characterize the
cation distribution in natural ferrian ulv6spinels.

SpscrMsxs

The crystals used in this study were taken
from the Aiyansh basalt lava flow, Nass River
valley, British Columbia (NR5) and the Itcha
Mountain hawaiite lava flow, central British
Columbia (IM7). The flows are Pleistocene to
Recent in age. The groundmass Fe-Ti oxide
crystals show no evidence of seoondary oxida-
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tion; they range in size from 0.Ol to O.1 m'm
and coexist with both ilmenite and hematite;
this coexistence enables the formation temper-
ature to be determined (Buddington & Lindsley
1964).

The specimens were analyzed by an electron
microprobe with the operating procedures de-
scribed by Stout & Bayliss (1975); the data,
which were refined with the computer progam
SLAVE of Nicholls et al. (1977), are presented
in Table l. Atomic proportions have been cal-
culated assuming a stoichiometric ReOa spinel,
with the Fe'+ and Fe3+ contents calculated as
outlined by Carmichael (1967). \\e mole Vo
ulviispinel and the formation temperature are
given in Table 2.

MerHol AND RBsuLTs

The single crystals selected for X-ray dif-
fraction study were an octahedron with dimen-
sions 44 x 49 x 69 p,m (NR5) and half an
octahedron with dimensions 24 x 31 x 22 pcm
(IM7). Experimental and data-reduction

TABLE I. ELECTRON I,IICROPROBE AMLYSTS OF FERRIAN
ULVdSPINEL

}{elght l,lelght Atomic Atomlc
0xlde % % Aton Proportlons Proportfons

Il,l7 NRs I1.17 NR5

0 . 1 lnz*
Fe' ::': :i'1 :'::*?0, t:.1 t:.: ::;.MnO 0.6 0.7 i ln-
vro" 0.4 o.z Y3*
rio, 26.4 26.3 Tt4+
cao- 0.2 0.3 ca2*
sro2 o.z o.z s l4*

-_ ?+*?o' l '? l ' i  1' ; .
HSO I .l I .8 !'lg-

ToTAL 98.6 99.1

I  .66
o.44
0.02
0.01
0.74
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.06

3.00

1 . 6 0
0.46
0.02
0.01
0.73
0.01
0.01
0.06
0 . 1 0

3.00
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tll vdsplnel
percentage 59

Fomatlon
tenperature'C 980

Unlt cel l
parameter a 8.398(3)

o 0xygen 0.2620(21

B 0xygen 0.71(4)

a Tetrahedrol 0.81 (3)
catlons

a 0ctahedral 0.63(2)
catlons

Tetrahedral
, ^  s l tes (T)

FeiI 0.35(55)
Fe i l  0 .65
Tl'+t

octahedral
, .  sl tes(0c)

Fe i^  l . l8
l{nl i 0.01
cril o.o4
w:  0 .02

Tt:T o.se
ca:: o.ol
sr:: o.ol
Al:T o.oe
tlgt' o. 05

Extlnct lon . -0.1 ( l  )
parameter xl0-'

R value 0.035
unuelghted

Interatomlc
Dl slances

T - 0xygen [^ 2.0M
& - (hygen [ 1.998

Interatomlc Ang'les
()c-0rygen-T
0c-0xygen-(h
0xygen- T -0xygen
0xygen-0c-0xygen
0xygen-0c-0xygen
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TABTE 2. ULVOSPINEL PERCENTAGES. FORI'IATION
TEIIPERATURES, UNIT CELL PARAIIIEIERS(a)' P0SITI0NAL
pAMt'tETERS(o), ISoTRoPI C TT|PERATURE FACToRS ( B ),
TEInIHEDRAL(T) AND 0CTAIIEDRAL(oc) SITE
OCCUPANCIES, EXTINCTI0N PARAI'IETERS, a VALUES,
AND I!{TERATOI'IIC DISTANCES AND ANGTES

Speclmen number Il'|7 NR5

MINERALOGIST

Initially the sation distribution between the
tetrahedral and octahedral sites was set as an
inverse spinel with Fe3+ at the tetrahedral sites
and Tia* at the octahedral sites. Least-squares
refinement of the Fes+-Ti4+ occupancy of the
tetrahedral sites was undertaken with the octa-
hedral sites automatically reset to maintain the
overall chemical composition, while the Fe2+
remained fixed. If no Tia+ was found in the
tetrahedral sites, then least-squares refinement
of the Fes+-Fe1+ occupancy of the tetrahedral
sites was also undertaken with the octahedral
sites automatically reset to maintain the overall
chemical composition. The results for both
crystals are listed in Table 2, together with the
refinement by the above-mentioned least-squares
method on an ulviispinel from Idaho (sample
SR7) previously called titanomagnetite (Stout
& Bayliss 1975).

Drscussrorc

A comparison of the data (Table 2) f.or
these structures shows that tley are similar.
Therefore, there is no crystal-structure variation
within the range of formation temperature (970-
1015'C) and composition (59-74 mole % ul'
viispinel) of these specimens. The lo\rest un-
weighted R value is obtained when the heaviest
cations (Fe'+, Fea+) are completely ordered at
the tetrahedral sites; in addition, the isotropic
temperature-factors of the tetrahedral and octa-
hedral sites (Table 2) become closer when only
the heaviest cations (Fes+, Fe3+) occupy the
tetrahedral sites.

Because the atomic scattering factors of Fe'+
and Fes+ are similal least-squares refinements
gave large standard deviations (O.5) in the tet-
rahedral--ostahedral site-occupancy refinements.
Therefore, no firm conclusion is leached with
respect to the distribution of Fe'+ and Fes+.
As the ferrian ulviispinel crystals (59-74 mole
/e ulviispinel) were quenched from high tem-
peratures, disorder is to be expected. In addi-
tion, electron transfer is possible between Fe
in the tetrahedral and octahedral sites. The
presence of both Fe'+ and Fet+ in the tetra-
hedral sites is consistent with the ,model of
O'Reilly & Banerjee (1965) and Banerjee &
O'Reilly (1966'). Their predicted sitp occupan-
cies vary with the mole % of ulviispinel in the
solid-solution series (1-r)FeaOc-rFesTiOa. In
the replacement of Fea+Ti4+ in ulviispinel by
ZFes+, Fe3+ enters tetrahedral sites down to .r =
0.8, and fhen Fes+ also enters octahedral sites

7374

970 l0 l5

8.s0[(3)  8.48r  (3)
o.25es(2) o.25es(21
r . r8 (4 )  r . 04 (3 )
o.e2(21 0.84(2)

0.80(2)  0.64(r  )

0.56(43)  0,47(2)
0.44 0.46

0.07

l . l 0  I  . 1 3
0.02 0.02

0.01 0.01
0.74 0.66
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01
0.05 0.06
0 .06  0 .10

- r . 8 (2 )  - r . e (2 )

0.036 0.022

1 .982  1 .982
2.048 2.040

;ifi ;if,
methods were those of Stout & Bayliss (1975).
A1l reflections were included in the refinement
of the crystal strustues with RFINEA (Finger
& Prince 1975). All observations were weighted
according to at = I/af, wherc or is the stand-
ard deviation based on counting statistics. Ap-
proximate position parameters were taken from
Aziroff (1968). Ionized atomic scattering
factors and anomalous dispersion corrections
were taken from the Intemational Tables lor
X-ray CrystaUography (D74.
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down to x : O.2, finally, Fee+ enters only
octahedral sites down to r = 0. Abundant per-
missive evidence supports this theory (Lindsley
1976), as graphs of many physical properties
plotted against composition show changes in
slope near x - O.2 and 0.8.

The Tia+ distribution is generally consistent
with that of an inverse spinel with Tia+ at the
octahedral sites only. The exception is crystal
NR5, whish shows a minor amount (0.07) of
Ti{+ at the tetrahedral sites; this is supported
by significance tests (Hamilton 1965). Forster
& Hall (1965) found that although Tia+ has a
preference for octahedral sites, cation-ordering
is not complete, and some Tia+ occupies tetra'
hedral sites in the two ulviispinel specimens they
examined.

There are eight minor cations (Cou+, Mn'+,
Cre*, Ve+, Cao+, Sia+, Al'+ and Mg3+) present
in these ferrian ulviispinels. The refinements
show tlat most of these cations must occupy
octahedral sites, because they are lighter cations
than Fez+ and Fes+. Howevern one or two of

these minor cations may occupy the tetrahedral
sites.
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